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With this set of Law in a Flash cards, you have the 
foundation for excellent exam performance. Once 
you’re familiar with these cards, you can face your 
Future Interests exam, or the Future Interests questions 
on your Property exam, with the confidence of knowing 
and understanding every principle and being able to 
recognize issues in context.

This booklet will show you how to maximize your exam 
performance by preparing for and executing your exam 
intelligently. Your pre-exam goal will be to free your 
exam time for spotting issues and applying the law. 
Your exam goal will be to identify every major issue 
and analyze it in an organized fashion.

Overview of Future Interests/How This Set 
Is Organized
Whether Future Interests is included as part of your 
Property course or is a course all its own, you’ll find 
Future Interests questions unlike any other questions 
you’ll face. Future Interests issues are not difficult to 
spot. However, that doesn’t make them easier. In fact, 
you may find Future Interests questions among the 
toughest you face on any exam.

What’s important to appreciate about Future Interests is 
that it’s heavily reliant on semantics. A minor change in 
wording can result in the creation of entirely different 
interests. This set of Law in a Flash will make those 
subtle differences easy to understand and remember. 

This set is organized to mirror, as closely as possible, 
the organization of most casebooks and treatises on 
Future Interests. Each card in this set has a code in the 
top right-hand corner, telling you the topic on the card, 
as well as the card’s position in that topic. The topics 
and abbreviations, in the order in which they appear, are 
listed below. Card numbers for each topic are listed in 
parenthesis:

EST  Estates in Land (1-7)
FSA  Fee Simple Absolute (8-11)
FTE  Fee Tail Estate (12-14)
LFE  Life Estates (15-32)
FI  Future Interests (33-35)
TOR  Interests in the Transferor (36-74)
TEE  Interests in the Transferee (76-164)
DFE  Defeasible Fees (165-178)
RIS Rule in Shelley’s Case (179-195)
DOM  Doctrine of Merger (196-202)
DWT  Doctrine of Worthier Title (203-215)
ROC  Rules of Construction (216-230)
RAP  Rule Against Perpetuities (231-265)
CGF  Class Gifts (266-334)
ROA  Restraints on Alienation (335-342)
POA  Powers of Appointment (343-376)

Each topic includes definition and theory questions, 
as well as hypotheticals that teach you how to apply 
specific legal principles to the level of detail tested on 
law school exams and the Multistate Bar Examination.
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on the card is the one followed by the majority of 
sources. It is very important to remember that the rule 
cited on any given card may or may not reflect the 
interpretation your professor chooses. Because your 
professor is the only one whose opinion counts on your 
law school exam, if your professor gives you a different 
viewpoint, follow your professor’s view on your exam!

The “Quick Review” Feature
This set has a special Law in a Flash feature: cards that 
are coded as Quick Review cards, for a last-minute, 
black letter brush-up on Future Interests.

You can quickly access Quick Review cards by flipping 
through the set and checking the top left-hand corner 
of each card. Quick Review cards have this code next 
to the card number: uuu. For instance, if card #74 is 
a Quick Review card, the top left-hand corner reads: 
74 uuu.

The Quick Review cards state all the rules you’ll need 
to know for your Future Interests exam. In order to 
make the most of them, be sure that you’re familiar 
with the entire set first. Then, as you go through the 
Quick Review cards, think of a hypothetical that covers 
each element. That way, you’ll be ensuring that you 
know what each element really means. It’s worth 
emphasizing a point that many law students overlook: 
It doesn’t matter how well you memorize the rules if 
you don’t know how to apply them to facts. It’s this 
application that distinguishes top law students, and 

References
This deck contains references to source materials. The 
references usually appear at the end of the answer to 
each question. (Keep in mind that the reference is to 
the most applicable source; most cards are drawn from 
more than one source.) If a card doesn’t have a specific 
reference, check the general source material discussed 
in the cards before and after it. 

References are abbreviated as follows:

M&K W. McGovern and S. Kurtz, Hornbook on Wills, 
Trusts and Estates, Including Taxation and 
Future Interests, Third Edition, © 2004, West.

B&H T. Bergin and P. Haskell, Preface to Estates in 
Land and Future Interests, Second Edition,  
© 1984, Foundation.

D, J, L & S 7th ed. 
 Dukeminier, Johanson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff, 

Wills, Trusts, and Estates, Seventh Edition,  
© 2005, Aspen.

The following text was also consulted in the 
preparation of these cards.

E P. Wendel, Wills, Trusts, and Estates Emanuel 
Law Outline, © 2004, Aspen.

Every card in this set has been carefully checked 
against these, and other, sources. When sources 
conflict—as they occasionally do—the rule cited 
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How to Use Law in a Flash
While there’s no one perfect way to incorporate Law 
in a Flash into your studies, as a rule of thumb, the 
earlier you begin using it, the better you will perform. 
If you have Law in a Flash early in your course, you 
should follow your syllabus and review a topic just 
before it comes up in class, and then again when the 
topic is completed, making sure that you modify and/
or remove cards to reflect your professor’s coverage 
of Future Interests. When your final exam approaches, 
whether or not you’ve used Law in a Flash throughout 
the course, follow these tips to get maximum benefit 
from the cards:

1. RECITAL. After you answer each card, put the card 
down, and repeat in your own words the principle in 
the card. If it’s a hypothetical, review the facts and the 
law. This will enhance your memory for each principle.

2. OVERLEARNING. Overlearning is considered the 
best way to reduce test anxiety. You should go over 
a card twice after you have the answer down pat. If 
it took you two tries to answer a card correctly, you 
should review it twice more at least (for a total of three 
to four times all together).

3. ONE SUBJECT PER SESSION. Don’t try to study 
more than one subject per study session, since doing 
so creates “interference”—it causes your memory to 
confuse the subjects you’re studying. Study different 
subjects in different locations—even if this only means 

that’s what you’ll get from reviewing the hypothetical 
cards. But with that in mind, you’ll find that the Quick 
Review cards are a fast and easy way to ensure you’ve 
got a firm grasp of the black letter law.

Abbreviations and “Notes” In Law in a 
Flash Answers
Apart from source references, Law in a Flash answers 
frequently contain abbreviations and sub-headings. 
Some are straightforward. For instance, in this set, 
you’ll frequently find sub-headings like “MINORITY 
RULE” and “SIGNIFICANCE” and “RATIONALE,” which 
are self-explanatory. There are also three sub-headings 
that appear in every set of Law in a Flash: NOTE, 
RELATED ISSUE, and N.B. A “note” highlights either a 
subsidiary issue or a factor that otherwise would be 
lost in the answer. “Notes” most frequently appear 
in complex answers. A “Related Issue” involves facts 
slightly different from the facts given on the front of 
the card. “Related Issues” are included when a slight 
change in the fact pattern would change either your 
reasoning or the result, and the related facts could 
easily be confused with the facts given. “N.B.” is an 
abbreviation that confuses many students. N.B. is an 
abbreviation for the Latin term “nota bene,” which 
means “mark well” or “take note.” In Law in a Flash, 
N.B. is used to highlight a particularly insidious trap or 
a point of great significance. 
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flawlessly, understand its application to facts, and 
anticipate to the extent possible what will be on your 
exam. Ideally, when you enter your exam, all you will 
have to do is spot issues and analyze them.

Take advantage of any advice your professor gives you 
before the exam. Many professors hold special exam 
preparation sessions. If yours does, attend and listen 
for clues as to what to expect on the upcoming exam. 
While this may strike you as self-evident, it’s amazing 
how many students believe their study time will be better 
spent reviewing notes instead of attending such sessions.

Along the same lines, listen precisely to what your 
professor says in the last two weeks of class. Even if 
(s)he is covering new material, there may be clues to 
what’s on the exam. Many teachers, in some way, refer 
to most of what you’ll see on your exam. For instance, 
your professor mentioning in April a principle you 
covered in January could be an indication of something 
to watch for on your exam.

By the same token, take full advantage of any old exams 
on file in your library. Seeing what your professor has 
tested in the past is a good indication of what to expect 
on your exam. Pay particular attention to questions 
that appeared several years ago as opposed to last year; 
while professors tend to repeat past exam questions 
(in modified form), they tend not to rely on last year’s 
exam, but rather go further back to look for issues that 
worked in the past.

different parts of the library—for the same reason.

By the same token, break up each study session with 
short breaks, perhaps between topics. Even a two-
minute break for a drink of water gives your mind 
a chance to consolidate what you’re learning, and 
improves your chances of remembering it. 

4. LAST-MINUTE ACTIVITY. In between your last 
study session and your exam, don’t take part in 
activities that will interfere with your memory—like 
reading a newspaper or studying another subject (if 
you can avoid it). The less mental activity there is 
between your last study session and your exam, the 
more likely you are to remember everything you need 
to know. Naturally, the activity providing the least 
mental interference is sleep. If you’re too tired or 
anxious to get a good night’s sleep, try to make sure 
your interim activities are as different from studying as 
they can be—perhaps sports or TV.

“Acing” Your Future Interests Exam
Studying with Law in a Flash will dramatically improve 
your memory and understanding of Future Interests. 
Nonetheless, you must still prepare for your exam in 
an organized, intelligent manner. The advice below will 
help you do just that. 

Before Your Exam

Your pre-exam goal is to know every principle 
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half the amount of work you have to do. 

Take another example—the Rule Against Perpetuities. 
You can similarly save a lot of headaches by analyzing 
Perpetuities questions using a process of elimination. 
Under the Rule Against Perpetuities, no interest is 
good unless it must vest, if at all, not later than 21 
years after one or more lives in being at the creation 
of the interest. The key here is that the interest must 
vest or fail within the Perpetuities period. Thus, if 
you’re stuck on a Perpetuities question, take a minute 
and see if you can come up with a scenario where the 
interest won’t vest or fail within a life in being plus 
21 years. For example, take the classic instance of a 
grandparent making an inter vivos gift of property 
“to my grandchildren who reach age 21.” Does this 
violate the Rule Against Perpetuities? Well, come up 
with possible situations. If the grandparent has a child 
after he makes the conveyance, that child’s children 
will not reach age 21 within the Perpetuities period, 
because the child was not a “life in being” when the 
grandparent made the conveyance. By coming up with 
a situation that doesn’t fit the Rule, you’ve proven that 
the class gift will be void. Use subsequent marriages, 
after-born children, and the like as possibilities.

Furthermore, you can make your work easier by 
approaching questions this way:

1. First determine what the interest is, e.g., possibility 
of reverter or executory interest.

What to Expect

Future Interests is perhaps the most tedious, confusing 
material you’ll encounter in law school. If it makes 
you feel any better, there’s a good reason that a lot 
of it doesn’t make sense—many of the interests in 
Future Interests were created as a means of Old English 
tax avoidance. The Old English tax rules don’t exist 
anymore, but you still have to study the rules they 
spawned. And that’s made more difficult by the fact that 
they’re not intuitive; they’re exceptionally precise and 
almost mechanical in their application. 

You can do yourself a favor by taking shortcuts in 
memorizing formulas, wherever possible. For instance, 
future interests in transferees can only be remainders 
or executory interests. Thus, if you have a problem 
in which the future interest is in someone other than 
the grantor, it must be a remainder or an executory 
interest. An executory interest is a future interest 
that can become possessory only by either divesting 
the interest of another grantee or “following a gap” 
divesting a grantor’s possessory interest. Now, you’d 
be making too much needless work for yourself if 
you try to identify executory interests by applying 
this definition. It’s much easier to use a process of 
elimination. That is, in order to be a remainder, an 
interest must become possessory on the natural 
termination of the prior estate (e.g., the death of a 
life estate holder). If a future interest doesn’t do this, 
it can’t be a remainder, so it must be an executory 
interest. If you attack problems this way, you’ll cut in 
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premises; but if it is, Blutarsky shall have the power to 
re-enter and retake Delta House.” To satisfy #1, you’d 
have to know that this conveyance creates a fee simple 
subject to a condition subsequent in Otter, and a right 
of re-entry for condition broken (a/k/a a power of 
termination) in Blutarsky.

To satisfy #2, you’d have to know how to analyze these 
facts from a different perspective. Say that Blutarsky 
wants to convey Delta House to Otter. However, he 
wants to make sure toga parties are never held at Delta 
House. If they are, Blutarsky wants to have the right to 
get Delta House back. You have to know how to word 
the conveyance and to name the estates created. (The 
wording in the previous paragraph is an example of 
how this could be accomplished.)

Finally, for #3, you’d have to know how to create a 
conveyance. Say you were asked to create a conveyance 
from Blutarsky to Otter so that Otter would get a 
fee simple subject to a condition subsequent, and 
Blutarsky would get a power of termination, the 
divesting condition to be a toga party held on the 
premises. Here again, you’d have to know how to word 
the conveyance. (Again, the original wording given 
in the paragraph before the last would satisfy these 
requirements.)

You must have a working knowledge of every type of 
interest your professor covered in class (the cards 
in this set will supply all of these for you). If there 
are interests you have difficulty remembering, try 

2. Then apply these four rules to it to see if it’s valid 
(assuming your professor covered all of them):

a. Rule in Shelley’s Case 
b. Doctrine of Merger 
c. Doctrine of Worthier Title 
d. Rule Against Perpetuities

Finally, with Future Interests, it’s important to practice, 
practice, practice. Go through the cards in this set until 
you feel comfortable with the concepts. Future Interests 
is one subject where memorization is practically 
everything because the rules are not intuitive; either 
you know them or you don’t.

The Key to Exam Success

In order to ensure success on your Future Interests 
exam, you have to know the subject from three distinct 
standpoints:

1. You have to know how to identify what interests can 
be created in a conveyance;

2. You have to be able to create a conveyance yourself 
so as to create possible interests; and

3. You have to be able to word a conveyance if given 
only the name of the estate/interest to be created.

Let’s look at an example of what this means. Say that 
Blutarsky owns Delta House. He conveys Delta House 
“to Otter as long as no toga party is ever held on the 
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Nonetheless, in order to get a top grade, you must 
still answer the exam questions in an organized, well-
reasoned fashion. Your professor cannot read your 
mind and see how smart you are; (s)he can only see 
what you’ve written in your blue book. That’s where 
instinct and disarray can torpedo you. You have to 
apply the principles you’ve memorized, and you have 
to do so in an organized fashion. That’s why it’s 
important to follow these instructions precisely.

As soon as you enter your exam, write all definitions 
you’ve memorized on a piece of scratch paper. Fill in 
each item. Copy down any other mnemonics you’ve 
memorized, and fill them in. This will take you a 
maximum of two to three minutes, so don’t fool 
yourself into thinking this is a waste of time. Don’t 
succumb to the temptation to read through the whole 
exam; and, as a corollary to this, don’t be intimidated 
if the people around you immediately begin writing 
in their blue books. It isn’t the one who writes the 
most or writes the earliest who gets the top grade, it’s 
the one who writes the best answer—and that’s what 
you’re going to do. If you take these few minutes at the 
beginning of the exam to write down every important 
principle, you will free your mind to identify issues and 
analyze them, instead of hunting through your memory 
for the applicable rule. You’ve taken a task you can do 
before your exam—memorizing rules—and removed 
the need to waste time on remembering rules during 
the exam. After all, before your exam, you can’t identify 
issues on the exam or analyze them; all you can do is 

following the “10-1-10-1” approach. Look at any 
definition or mnemonic you need to memorize, put 
it aside, and immediately write it down. Repeat this 
until you have it down perfectly. Then, write it down 
after 10 minutes. Fill in any gaps. Wait one hour, and 
write it down again. Do the same after ten hours, and 
then after one day. That’s it—10 minutes, 1 hour, 10 
hours, 1 day. Why approach it this way? Because these 
are the intervals at which, memory experts believe, 
memory begins to break down. You should do this 
program as close to your exam as possible; if there 
will be a significant gap before your exam, reinforce 
your memory by copying down the information as 
frequently as you find necessary. You have to be able to 
remember these elements flawlessly.

Taking Your Exam

A. Grade killers

There are three grade killers that can torpedo your 
exam performance:

PANIC • INSTINCT • DISARRAY

If you have prepared sufficiently, panic should not be a 
factor in your performance. If you’ve gone through your 
notes sufficiently before your exam, if you can answer 
all of the questions on the relevant cards comfortably, 
if you have your rules and mnemonics (including your 
general course) memorized, and if you have analyzed 
past exams, you have no reason to panic; don’t let the 
anxiety of your classmates affect you!
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C. Second reading

Review what the professor is asking, and read the 
question again, with the professor’s goal firmly in mind. 
If the question asks the interest of only one party, only 
look for that party’s interest. The grading sheet for 
the exam will only address what the professor asked. If 
you answer a question that wasn’t asked, you won’t get 
exam credit, and worse yet, you’ll waste precious exam 
time.

D. Organizing your answer

Unlike most law school subjects, issue spotting is not a 
serious obstacle in Future Interests. Instead, what  
poses more of a problem to most students is correctly 
applying the rules of Future Interests. Keep in mind the 
process of elimination technique discussed above, and 
use it to narrow possibilities. If worst comes to worst 
and you don’t know an outcome for sure, discuss what 
you think it is, but don’t say that a rule is one thing if 
you aren’t really sure. A blatant misstatement of the law 
can only hurt your cause, not help it.

If the question involves a series of conveyances, 
or otherwise complicated facts, it may help you to 
organize the key facts on a piece of scratch paper. 
Then, you can determine the result of each conveyance, 
in chronological order. It’s easy to be intimidated by 
complicated Future Interests questions. But remember, 
even the most complicated question is only a series of 
events; analyze them one at a time, and you’re more 
likely to arrive at the correct answer. 

prepare. If you prepare thoroughly and write down the 
principles you need to know as soon as you enter your 
exam, you will dramatically reduce your test anxiety, 
and, as a result, improve your exam performance.

Once all of the basics are down on scratch paper, 
you’re ready to look at your exam.

First, calculate what time you have to finish each 
question. (The time allotted to each question will 
probably be given on your exam; if not, the weight it’s 
given—in terms of points or percentages—will tell you 
how much time you should spend on each question.) 
Write down the times at which you should finish each 
question, and stick to this schedule. If you have any 
time left when the exam is over, you can go back and 
flesh out any answers you feel you haven’t completed 
to your satisfaction. But as you proceed, don’t, as they 
say, rob Peter to pay Paul. Stick to your deadlines. 
There’s no faster route to the bottom of the class than 
to be forced to skip a question entirely because you’ve 
run out of time.

B. First reading

Read a question through at least once before you try to 
answer it. This will ensure that you get the main gist of 
the question and do not stray from the facts when you 
answer.
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times, your conclusion is not as important as your 
analysis. If you run out of time before you state your 
list of issues, to indicate that you spotted them, state 
the rule(s) applicable to each, and come back to them 
later if you have time.

After Your Exam

Once your exam is complete, don’t conduct a post-
mortem with your classmates.  What’s done is done, 
and if you listen to other people discuss the exam, 
your memory will play tricks on you, making you 
believe you missed significant issues when you didn’t 
and convincing you that everyone else wrote down 
something you completely forgot about.  Put the exam 
to rest with the knowledge that you studied effectively, 
analyzed your exam intelligently, and maximized your 
performance as a result.

If You Need More Advice…
The advice on studying and exam-taking that appears 
in this booklet is taken from the book Strategies & 
Tactics for the First Year Law Student, published by 
Aspen  Strategies & Tactics is a short, easy-
to-read handbook on how to do everything from take 
notes in class to answer exam questions. If you’d like 
a copy of Strategies & Tactics, you can find it at your 
bookstore or at: 

Good luck!

Finally, remember to determine what an interest 
is before you determine if it’s valid. Once you’ve 
determined what it is, then apply the four rules we 
discussed earlier—the Doctrines of Merger and 
Worthier Title, the Rule in Shelley’s Case, and the Rule 
Against Perpetuities. If you simply write in your blue 
book, “Smith’s interest in the Dew Drop Inn is void 
because it violates the Rule Against Perpetuities,” you 
haven’t done a complete job and you won’t get much 
credit. Stating what an interest is before you determine 
its validity will also help ensure you don’t misapply any 
rules (e.g., applying the Rule Against Perpetuities to a 
vested interest). 

E. Filling in your blue book

Use your list of issues as a road map, and follow it  
precisely. Your goal should be to make your answer as 
straightforward and easy to read as possible. For each 
issue, start by mentioning just enough of the facts to let 
the professor or grader know that you’ve identified the 
controlling facts. Don’t waste time repeating facts. After 
you identify the specific facts you’re addressing, state the 
applicable rule. This may seem painfully obvious, but 
many law students gloss right over the rule and proceed 
with analysis. Your professor isn’t a mind reader; (s)he 
doesn’t know if you know the rule unless you write it 
in your blue book! Then you apply the rule to the facts. 
If there is more than one rule on an issue, address each 
rule separately and how it applies to the facts.

Finally, draw a conclusion. As you’ve heard a million 
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times, your conclusion is not as important as your 
analysis. If you run out of time before you state your 
list of issues, to indicate that you spotted them, state 
the rule(s) applicable to each, and come back to them 
later if you have time.

After Your Exam

Once your exam is complete, don’t conduct a post-
mortem with your classmates.  What’s done is done, 
and if you listen to other people discuss the exam, 
your memory will play tricks on you, making you 
believe you missed significant issues when you didn’t 
and convincing you that everyone else wrote down 
something you completely forgot about.  Put the exam 
to rest with the knowledge that you studied effectively, 
analyzed your exam intelligently, and maximized your 
performance as a result.

If You Need More Advice…
The advice on studying and exam-taking that appears 
in this booklet is taken from the book Strategies & 
Tactics for the First Year Law Student, published by 
Aspen  Strategies & Tactics is a short, easy-
to-read handbook on how to do everything from take 
notes in class to answer exam questions. If you’d like 
a copy of Strategies & Tactics, you can find it at your 
bookstore or at: 

Good luck!

Finally, remember to determine what an interest 
is before you determine if it’s valid. Once you’ve 
determined what it is, then apply the four rules we 
discussed earlier—the Doctrines of Merger and 
Worthier Title, the Rule in Shelley’s Case, and the Rule 
Against Perpetuities. If you simply write in your blue 
book, “Smith’s interest in the Dew Drop Inn is void 
because it violates the Rule Against Perpetuities,” you 
haven’t done a complete job and you won’t get much 
credit. Stating what an interest is before you determine 
its validity will also help ensure you don’t misapply any 
rules (e.g., applying the Rule Against Perpetuities to a 
vested interest). 

E. Filling in your blue book

Use your list of issues as a road map, and follow it  
precisely. Your goal should be to make your answer as 
straightforward and easy to read as possible. For each 
issue, start by mentioning just enough of the facts to let 
the professor or grader know that you’ve identified the 
controlling facts. Don’t waste time repeating facts. After 
you identify the specific facts you’re addressing, state the 
applicable rule. This may seem painfully obvious, but 
many law students gloss right over the rule and proceed 
with analysis. Your professor isn’t a mind reader; (s)he 
doesn’t know if you know the rule unless you write it 
in your blue book! Then you apply the rule to the facts. 
If there is more than one rule on an issue, address each 
rule separately and how it applies to the facts.

Finally, draw a conclusion. As you’ve heard a million 
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Notes

Administrative Law

Agency & Partnership

Bankruptcy

Community Property

Civil Procedure

Commercial Law

Conflicts 

Constitutional Law

Contracts 

Copyright 

Corporations

Criminal Law

Criminal Procedure

Environmental Law

Evidence 

Family Law

Federal Courts

Future Interests

Gender Law

Intellectual Property

International Law

Legislation

Patent Law

Payment Systems

Professional Responsibility

Property 

Real Estate

Remedies

Sales

Secured Transactions

Securities Regulation

Taxation

Tort Law

Wills, Trusts, & Estates
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Casenote Legal Briefs are also available for casebooks in most course areas. Available at 
your local bookstore or from us directly at 
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